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The article contains a list of the sample compare and contrast essay topics. In the introduction, a writer lists the issues to
cover without going into the details.

Working on Compare and Contrast Essay Conclusion A writer has the introduction and body paragraphs, and
it is time to develop an impressive conclusion. It is a must if you want your writing process to be easier and
clear. It should never be a place in which new information or information unrelated to the topic is introduced.
The main idea lies right on the surface that its name talks for itself. Or you are risking of getting blocked by
bad knowledge of your topic, inability to develop the idea as it should be. Each paragraph and we have three
of them in this part, should be researched separately and consciously. But you should note that it is still
important to be competent on the topic you are writing about. For wider learning, just proceed reading and get
few interesting compare and contrast essay topics as a bonus. For example, if the thesis statement is, "Many
people prefer to live in a city because of access to better health care and a wider variety of cultural and athletic
events," the paraphrased thesis statement could be, "In conclusion, many people find city life preferable
because of closer proximity to more cutting-edge healthcare systems and because of more choices of
extra-curricular activities. B subject 1st describes the A subject and tells about its features; 2nd paragraph of
the body tells about the B subject of your paper and gives a strong analysis of its features; 3rd paragraph
compares and analyzes both subjects. Usually, the conclusion will end with the author's opinion. Below, you
can find 32 excellent topic ideas to use. It is a temptation for young people to simply write what they think the
teacher wants to read. Although support is going to help any young learner better respond to the prompt
assigned, the teacher also needs to make a compare and contrast essay interesting to do. Developing
comparison and contrasting skills is consequently a benefit to society. Correct and interesting compare and
contrast essay topics are another part you need to reckon with. Another subject must be connected with the
initial one and provide clear reference stressing the way they are similar or various. There is no need to
necessarily give a writing assignment that is too simple. Conclusion It is always a big question for beginner
writers how to write a compare and contrast essay. Some experts say that this final paragraph is even more
important than the introduction.


